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Testimony of Noman Marcus - LPC Hearing, 2/11/03

RE: Congmgation Shemith Israel, 8 West 70s' Street

No one seriously questions that a 14-story condominium tower 87% of whose bulk is positioned within
the midblock is properly described as a midblock tower. In 1984 the City defined the "midblocks"
adjacent to Centml Puk West as begirming 125 feet into the block. It classified these midblock RS-B,
and found 85% of the structures within them to be complying and confoming - a high pereantage of
connpfiance

The pattem of R8-B zoning mns north from 68" Street. Now, it is tme that the Landmarks Commission
is never - and should not be - bound by wning in considering whether a pmject is or is not appropriate.
Too many historic neighborhoods throughout the city ue zoned in ways that dimctly undermine rather
than enhance their fabric and character.

But, in this case, the Commission must meognim that the zoning is in such close alignment with the
existing fabric md chawter of the neighborhood that it essentially served as a template for the Upper
West Side/Central Park West Historic District designation in 1990. Reading the 1984 City Planning
mpott and the 1990 Landmarks designation mport is like reading two pages out of the sme book. The
language they use to describe the built chunter md significance of the Upper West Side is strikingly
similar - the discussion of huma,; scale, the fwt that over 85% of the stmetums in the midblocks confom
to the'midbloeW Lype, that rowhouses framed by tall buildings on the avenues present a strong coherency
and ae a major element in emating a special sense ofplace particular to this district on Manhattan's
Upper West Side. Here, both the mning and the designation report should be mlied on as sources of
essential guidmee in a finding of appropriateness.

Nothing pmsently existing an the 70 Street midblock approaches 14 stories. Two non-complying, 9-
story apartment houses from the 1920s alone break the 60-finot rowhouse chamcter of this midblock.

Both the City Pimning Commission when it mapped the RI O-A nd R8-B zoning pattem in this area and
the Landmarks Preservation Commission when it designed the bounduies of the historic district were
well awam of these kinds of occasional non-complying buildings in the midblocks. They also knew that
some Central Park West apartment houses cut dmper than 125 feet into the midblock. And yet both
agencies confimed that thepredominant chmacter of the neighborhood was low-rise midblmks framed
by high-riw avenues.

Misleading elevation drawings show the roposed 14-story condo towff nestling within a emoon of 69"
Street stmctums. Anyone walking on 70"v Stmet would not be so deceived. They would we a tower
rising head and shoulders abovo the Synagogue and its rowhouse neighbon to the north and west. And
they would wonder whether this - a Central Park West building on a brosvnstone blmk - could happen on
their block. Isn't this the very kind of non-compliance the historic district designation and the zoning
were designed to pmvent from spreading deeper into the arw's m idblocks?

To pemit this midblock 14-story condo tower to proceed you must find it appropriate and that it mlates
harmoniously to the landmark md to buildings in the historic district of which it will become a part

We urge you, instead, to disapprove this Certificate of Appropriateness because:

a) the proposed midblock, 14-story condo tower irretrievably diminishes the landmark - other speakers
today will provide testimony on this account.

b) it mplaces a rowhouw scale midblock building with a high-riw tower unprecedented in a historic
district midbtock.

One final point: the mem availability of a spmial pemit in the Zoning Resolution does nm Ugue for its
appmpriateness in terms of the individual tmdmuk, the historic district, or the mning. The 74-711
pmvision allows flexibility so the new construction may confom more closely to the existing character of
a neighborhood, It does not mimoulously transform this or any other midblock site into m avenue site.
This application should be disapproved.

Testimony of Norman Marcus - LPC Hearing, 2/11/03

RE: Congregation Shearith Israel, 8 West 70th Street

No one seriously questions that a 14-story condominium tower 87% of whose bulk is positioned within
the midblock is properly described as a midblock tower. In 1984 the City defined the "midblocks"
adjacent to Central Park West as beginning 125 feet into the block. It classified these midblock R8-B,
and found 85% of the structures within them to be complying and conforming - a high percentage of
compliance!

The pattern of R8-B zoning runs north from 68th Street. Now, it is true that the Landmarks Commission
is never - and should not be - bound by zoning in considering whether a project is or is not appropriate.
Too many historic neighborhoods throughout the city are zoned in ways that directly undermine rather
than enhance their fabric and character.

But, in this case, the Commission must recognize that the zoning is in such close alignment with the
existing fabric and character of the neighborhood that it essentially served as a template for the Upper
West Side/Central Park West Historic District designation in 1990. Reading the 1984 City Planning
report and the 1990 Landmarks designation report is like reading two pages out of the same book. The
language they use to describe the built character and significance of the Upper West Side is strikingly
similar - the discussion of human scale, the fact that over 85% of the structures in the midblocks conform
to the 'midblock1 type, that rowhouses framed by tall buildings on the avenues present a strong coherency
and are a major element in creating a special sense of place particular to this district on Manhattan's
Upper West Side. Here, both the zoning and the designation report should be relied on as sources of
essential guidance in a finding of appropriateness.

Nothing presently existing on the 70n Street midblock approaches 14 stories. Two non-complying, 9-
story apartment houses from the 1920s alone break the 60-foot rowhouse character of this midblock.

Both the City Planning Commission when it mapped the Rl 0-A and R8-B zoning pattern in this area and
the Landmarks Preservation Commission when it designed the boundaries of the historic district were
well aware of these kinds of occasional non-complying buildings in the midblocks. They also knew that
some Central Park West apartment houses cut deeper than 125 feet into the midblock. And yet both
agencies confirmed that the predominant character of the neighborhood was low-rise midblocks framed
by high-rise avenues.

Misleading elevation drawings show the proposed 14-story condo tower nestling within a cocoon of 69th

Street structures. Anyone walking on 70l Street would not be so deceived. They would see a tower
rising head and shoulders above the Synagogue and its rowhouse neighbors to the north and west. And
they would wonder whether this - a Central Park West building on a brownstone block - could happen on
their block. Isn't this the very kind of non-compliance the historic district designation and the zoning
were designed to prevent from spreading deeper into the area's midblocks?

To permit this midblock 14-story condo tower to proceed you must find it appropriate and that it relates
harmoniously to the landmark and to buildings in the historic district of which it will become a part

We urge you, instead, to disapprove this Certificate of Appropriateness because:

a) the proposed midblock, 14-story condo tower irretrievably diminishes the landmark - other speakers
today will provide testimony on this account.

b) it replaces a rowhouse scale midblock building with a high-rise tower unprecedented in a historic
district midblock.

One final point: the mere availability of a special permit in the Zoning Resolution does not argue for its
appropriateness in terms of the individual landmark, the historic district, or the zoning. The 74-711
provision allows flexibility so the new construction may conform more closely to the existing character of
a neighborhood. It does not miraculously transform this or any other midblock site into an avenue site.
This application should be disapproved.
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Excerpts from Testimony and Letten
Submitted to the Landmarks Pnsemation Commission

Regarding 8 West 7e Stmet
as of Febmwy 11, 2003

Relationship of the Proposed Tower to the Indhidual Landmark and the Central Park West Skyline

Manhattan Borough President C. Virginia Fields
"This high structure vastly wmpmmises the individual landmark, and immensely detmets from it at numerous
vantage points."

LANDMARK WEST!
"Eight floors of appmximately 3,500 squm feet each, not including mwhmicals, would riw up beyond the comiw
line of the Synagogue md create a hulking presence that would wmpgte vismlly with the Landruark m part of the
Centml Pwk West stmetscape and wver its relationship with the pmdominantly low-rise midblmk."

Giorgio Ca"glieri, FAIA
"Any higher struQture would not only conflict with the beautiful design of the pmsent building, but alw interfem with
the skyline of Centml Puk West which wo the determining factor for the designation of that Historic District."

Relatiombip of the Pmpmed Tower to Existinu Nehibborhood Cbamcte

Nm York State Asmmbly Mmher Richard N. Gottfried
"ne 157-fwt building would be 1.5 times the height of the adjment building. It would be about 3 times the height
of the browristones that make up most of the block. It would be more than 2.5 times the ordinarrily-licninitted
stmetwall height for the site. It would also be several times the total bulk or FAR that would ordinarily be permitted
for the site. If this building does not flunk the 'harmonious'test, what dms it take to flunk?"

Historic Diaricts Council
"A building of this height, in the middle of the block, is totally incompatible.-The block in question was zoned
R813, so that new construction would be compatible with the lmditional mughhouses that define the
neighborhood ... [The pmposed building] is a Central Puk West building in the middle of the blmk,"

Smiety for the Architectum of the City
"We would be very alarmed to see what to us would he an unpmudented move for the LPC: ignoring the existing
zoning to appmve a new building whose bulk, height and mmsing substmtially "Ceeds wbat zoning would allow,
in a context of smalim buildings, and in a zoning district that was mapped speoifically to limit out-af-context
constmetion md preserve the character of an, existing neigbborbood

Friends of the Upper East Side Hist"k Dixtricts
11[B]oth the East md West Sides sham a common and pmcious characteristic: IDw rim mid-blocks of msidential
buildings. This building pattem is essmdal to pmserve in order to maintain the sense of place of both
neighborhoods ... It is eminently oteu that the pmposed 14-story building is not harmonious to the lmdmuked
synagogue itself, nor to the dominant character of the mid-blocks in the Upper West SidelCentral Puk West
Historic District."

Andrew Scott Dolkart, ambit"tuml bistorian
"Permitting this spmulative apartmmt building with synagogue use at the base would open the door to additional
out-of-smie constmetion in the low-rise wning district and within the Upper West Side Historic District

Dr. Elliott D. Sclar, urban planner
"[The pmposall will irrepmbly ham the balanced Ind uw mgulatory policy that hm helped the make this ma one
of America7s leading urban neighborhoods ... ne contextual mning md landmrk designatims that guide this
neigbborhoods growth md change ... wem thoughtfully designed md democmticaily adopted policies intended to
fairly balmee the maintenmee of this neighborhwcrs charms with the real needs for added developm"t. This
project will destroy this careful balance,"

Excerpts from Testimony and Letters
Submitted to the Landmarks Preservation Commission

Regarding 8 West 70th Street
as of February 11, 2003

Relationship of the Proposed Tower to the Individual Landmark and the Central Park West Skyline

Manhattan Borough President C. Virginia Fields
"This high structure vastly compromises the individual landmark, and immensely detracts from it at numerous
vantage points."

LANDMARK WEST!
"Eight floors of approximately 3,500 square feet each, not including mechanicals, would rise up beyond the cornice
line of the Synagogue and create a hulking presence that would compete visually with the Landmark as part of the
Central Park West streetscape and sever its relationship with the predominantly low-rise midblock."

Giorgio Cavaglieri, FAIA
"Any higher structure would not only conflict with the beautiful design of the present building, but also interfere with
the skyline of Central Park West which was the determining factor for the designation of that Historic District."

Relationship of the Proposed Tower to Existing Neighborhood Character

New York State Assembly Member Richard N. Gottfried
"The 157-foot building would be 1.5 times the height of the adjacent building. It would be about 3 times the height
of the brownstones that make up most of the block. It would be more than 2.5 times the ordinarily-permitted
streetwall height for the site. It would also be several times the total bulk or FAR that would ordinarily be permitted
for the site. If this building does not flunk the 'harmonious' test, what does it take to flunk?"

Historic Districts Council
"A building of this height, in the middle of the block, is totally incompatible...The block in question was zoned
R8B, so that new construction would be compatible with the traditional roughhouses that define the
neighborhood...[The proposed building] is effectively a Central Park West building in the middle of the block."

Society for the Architecture of the City
"We would be very alarmed to see what to us would be an unprecedented move for the LPC: ignoring the existing
zoning to approve a new building whose bulk, height and massing substantially exceeds what zoning would allow,
in a context of smaller buildings, and in a zoning district that was mapped specifically to limit out-of-context
construction and preserve the character of an existing neighborhood

Friends of the Upper East Side Historic Districts
"[B]oth the East and West Sides share a common and precious characteristic: low rise mid-blocks of residential
buildings. This building pattern is essential to preserve in order to maintain the sense of place of both
neighborhoods...It is eminently clear that the proposed 14-story building is not harmonious to the landmarked
synagogue itself, nor to the dominant character of the mid-blocks in the Upper West Side/Central Park West
Historic District,"

Andrew Scott Dolkart, architectural historian
"Permitting this speculative apartment building with synagogue use at the base would open the door to additional
out-of-scale construction in the low-rise zoning district and within the Upper West Side Historic District

Dr. Elliott D. Sclar, urban planner
"[The proposal] will irreparably harm the balanced land use regulatory policy that has helped the make this area one
of America's leading urban neighborhoods...The contextual zoning and landmark designations that guide this
neighborhood's growth and change-were thoughtfully designed and democratically adopted policies intended to
fairly balance the maintenance of this neighborhood's charms with the real needs for added development. This
project will destroy this careful balance."
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"The Uppu West Side today is a delicate balance of intensc md highly congested urban living that is grmted the
mspite to mmain vital by its lower-scaled midblmks. Once the scale of the midblocks is bmwhed in one place, the
case for preservation in all these othen will be wverely compromised."

LANDNLARKWEST!
"A unique md mviable situation exists in the midblocks of the Upper West Side ... whem Laridmarks pmtection and
mning really go hmd in hmd. Hem, the mning is perfectly in line with the goals of the historic district, and vice
verm lquotes fmm doignation mport and zoning mportl." -

Gmawich Village Society for Historic Prmemation
"We strongly believe that contextual mning md wning which has been crafted uD ensure design wmpatibility in
historic neighborhoods should be strengthened and protected, rather than weakened ... It is unclem to us how this
standard has been met with this pmposal."

The Dftien of the Pmtiosed Tower

Histotic Districts Council
"Plic pmposed buildines] orientation is pmblematic. The ennwce to the building is on West 70di Stw. Yet, the
structure reads as a Central Pmk West building. The east facade, facing Centm] Park West, is actually the side
facade, not the fmnt, but is designed as such. The west facade, equivalent of the mr facade...is very along
West 70th Street. This is the facade of the building that would normally face the garden com."

74411

Municipal Art Society
"The Committee felt the preservation purpose as dewribed was rtut compelling enough to warrant [authorizing the
shifting of bulk mder 74-711 ]. The mstorative clemmts mentioned to us, such as replacement of the roof md
addmssing water damage, appeamd to the Committee to be mom on the order of routine maintenanm

LANDMARK WEST!
"Eswritially, Congmgation Shearith Ismel is asking the City and the community to wcept a "trade-oft"- the historic,
low-wale charwter of the district for wme dimet benefit m the Landmark Synagogue. However, the dehimental
impact that the pmposed building would have on both the Synagogue md, the historic district defeats my
preservation purpose that could be sffved,"

New York State Assembly Member Richard N. Gottfried
"CSI hm not pmvided airry evidence that the funds derived fmm the pmject would support my restoration or
maintenance of the landmark beyond what it hris been doing and witt in any event continue to do...It cannot be said
to'contribute to a preservation purpow."I

AshtoR Hawkins, Esq
"The exploitation of soft sites by non-pmf'it institutions, using such aids as air rights tmnsfm md special zoning
deals, must not be encomged if it works to the detrime"t of neighborhoods."

Julius Rudet, neighbor
"To give in and allow this projmt is to take the first steps down a slippcry slope. How long will it be before the
chuches on Central Puk West and 68th md 65th Stmets also mquest variances along these lines?"

Norman Mamm, Esq.
"Mhere ue at least half a doun institutions waiting to apply the pmeedent [that would be set by arr approval of this
application): The Ethical Culture Smiety, The 14oly Lutherm Chweh, The Second Cbruch of Christ Scientist, The
Univemlist Chumb, The New-York Historical Society, The American Museum of Natural History, and The First
Chumh of Christ Scientist. In all of these ems we have significant, uaderbuift structures which pmctmte the
historic Central Puk West wall."

"The Upper West Side today is a delicate balance of intense and highly congested urban living that is granted the
respite to remain vital by its lower-scaled midblocks. Once the scale of the midblocks is breached in one place, the
case for preservation in all these others will be severely compromised."

LANDMARK WEST!
"A unique and enviable situation exists in the midblocks of the Upper West Side...where Landmarks protection and
zoning really go hand in hand. Here, the zoning is perfectly in line with the goals of the historic district, and vice
versa [quotes from designation report and zoning report]." -

Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation
"We strongly believe that contextual zoning and zoning which has been crafted to ensure design compatibility in
historic neighborhoods should be strengthened and protected, rather than weakened...It is unclear to us how this
standard has been met with this proposal."

The Design of the Proposed Tower

Historic Districts Council
"[The proposed building's] orientation is problematic. The entrance to the building is on West 70th Street. Yet, the
structure reads as a Central Park West building. The east facade, facing Central Park West, is actually the side
facade, not the front, but is designed as such. The west facade, equivalent of the rear facade...is very visible along
West 70th Street. This is the facade of the building that would normally face the garden core."

74-711

Municipal Art Society
"The Committee felt the preservation purpose as described was not compelling enough to warrant [authorizing the
shifting of bulk under 74-711]. The restorative elements mentioned to us, such as replacement of the roof and
addressing water damage, appeared to the Committee to be more on the order of routine maintenance

LANDMARK WEST!
"Essentially, Congregation Shearith Israel is asking the City and the community to accept a "trade-off - the historic,
low-scale character of the district for some direct benefit to the Landmark Synagogue. However, the detrimental
impact that the proposed building would have on both the Synagogue and the historic district defeats any
preservation purpose that could be served."

New York State Assembly Member Richard N. Gottfried
"CSI has not provided any evidence that the funds derived from the project would support any restoration or
maintenance of the landmark beyond what it has been doing and will in any event continue to do...It cannot be said
to 'contribute to a preservation purpose.1"

Asbton Hawkins, Esq
"The exploitation of soft sites by non-profit institutions, using such aids as air rights transfers and special zoning
deals, must not be encouraged if it works to the detriment of neighborhoods."

Julius Rudel, neighbor
"To give in and allow this project is to take the first steps down a slippery slope. How long will it be before the
churches on Central Park West and 68th and 65th Streets also request variances along these lines?"

Norman Marcus, Esq.
"[TJhere are at least half a dozen institutions waiting to apply the precedent [that would be set by an approval of this
application]: The Ethical Culture Society, The Holy Lutheran Church, The Second Church of Christ Scientist, The
Univeralist Church, The New-York Historical Society, The American Museum of Natural History, and The First
Church of Christ Scientist. In all of these cases we have significant, underbuilt structures which punctuate the
historic Central Park West wall,"
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North side of W. 70"' Street between
CPW & Columbtis Ave. - view
looking west froni 9 W. 70"' St.
showing "brownstone" block
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8 W. 701h St. - CURRFNT view
looking west from CPW (,cDb 70" St.
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8 W. 70" St. - PROPOSED view
looking west from CPW Ca. 70" St.
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8 W. 70"' St. - PROPOSED view
looking east from 701h St. midblock
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